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19th October 2022 

Injection Capacity and Conferimenti Impliciti - End of the Injection Campaign 

Dear Customers, 

considering: 

• the stock level of each Shipper referred to the assigned Space; 

• the positive response to the DA auctions; 

• the data forecast without any withdrawal up to October 31st  
 

 

Edison Stoccaggio estimates to reach the assignment of the total Space through the implicit 

allocations for the quantities not already assigned. 

To allow the correct pursuance of the injection campaign and the correct use of the injection capacity over the 

100% of the assigned Space, Edison Stoccaggio communicates that in the case the stock level in the 

gas day D will allow to reach in the gas day D+1 the 100% of gas stock level of the residual Space 

through implicit allocations: 

- all the gas volume already injected over the Space until the gas day D+1, if not 
withdrawal until October 31st, will be assigned as Implicit Allocation in the Peak Modulation 
Service at the end of gas day October, 31st; 
 

- all the Shippers, that in the gas day D will have a stock level ≥ of the assigned Space, 
will not have injection capacity available starting from the gas day D+2, they will not 
use: contractual injection capacity and injection capacity available in the DA auction; 
 
 

- all the Shippers, that in the gas day D will have a stock level < of the assigned Space, 
will have injection capacity available (contractual injection capacity and injection capacity 
available in the DA auction) up to the full filling of the assigned Space. 
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Edison Stoccaggio will inform the Customers, via website and directly via email, of the possible Gas Day on 

which is expected to reach the total assigned of the offered Space. 

  

After the above gas day, in case the stock level should reduce and the implicit allocations will be reduced (e.g. 

withdrawal flow), Edison Stoccaggio will inform that the injection will be available for all Shippers that will have 

a stock level ≥ of the assigned Space up to a new forecast of stock level of the hub. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


